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PREFACE

This document is an expanded revision of An Overview of NCAR's Computing
Environment (NCAR/TN-177+IA). It contains a new chapter describing the vari-
ous departments within SCD and the major components of the SCD computing sys-
tems, as well as three appendices containing technical information for the
interested reader. The other chapters have been updated to include the latest
information on subjects of interest to visitors and users of SCD's computing
equipment.

At the back of this manual you will find a Reader Response form which may be
filled out at any time and mailed free of charge. Please do not hesitate to
inform us of any concerns or suggestions you may have regarding this document.
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CHAPIER 1: AN INT1UXLT2I N TO NCARS SCIENTIFIC COMPUTIlNG DIVISION

ABOUT NCR AND
ATNMSPHERIC

RSEAXCH

Most broad and innovative research in the atmospheric
sciences depends upon large-scale computing, primarily in
the analysis of very large datasets and various types of
simulation modeling. These activities demand computing
resources that are not available at most universities.
The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR),
founded in 1960, is dedicated to furthering our under-
standing of atmospheric and related sciences through the
use of modern research applications, including the use of
large-scale computing services. NCAR is equipped with
one of the largest computing facilities in the world
dedicated to atmospheric research. The Scientific Ccm-
puting Division (SCD), located in the first basement of
the Mesa Laboratory, contains a unique collection of
state of the art computing machinery and peripheral dev-
ices, all integrated to provide the very finest in
research computation and support services. The principal
mission of SCD is to provide computing power of suffi-
cient magnitude to support computations for extensive
modeling and data analysis as well as storage and archive
capacity for major data collections. The emphasis is on
best-available, high-performance equipment, together with
extensive support services to aid in atmospheric
research.

Within the machine roan, SCD maintains and operates the
following equipment: two CRAY-lA supercomputers; two IBM
4341 minicomputers which serve as "front-end" machines to
the two CRAY-1 computers; an IBM 3705 communications con-
troller and an IBM SERIES/1 computer; two DEC PDP 11/70
minicomputers; a pair of DICOMED Graphics Processors; a
MODCOMP II remote job entry station computer; and an AM-
PEX Terabit Memory System (TBM*), which serves as SCD's
mass storage device. The machine roan is staffed and
remains open 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 52 weeks
a year.

Computing support is provided for independent studies by
scientists at NCAR and at universities engaged in atmos-
pheric research, for joint projects between NCAR and
university scientists, and for national or international
programs that involve university and NCAR scientists.

The User C:nmmnity The Scientific Computing Division serves two quite dis-
tinct communities: the NAR scientific staff and the at-
mospheric science community external to NCAR. Since SCD
is the only computing resource available to the majority

* 'BM is a registered trademark of the AMPEX Corporation.
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SCD: OGANIZTION
AN)D FENIFM

of the NCAR staff, it is essential that it provide a com-
plete computing service to that staff. SCD also provides
eligible scientist and researchers with more extensive
services and facilities than those available at the vari-
ous campuses which support atmospheric research.

The range of computer applications required by the atmos-
pheric science community includes basic atmospheric phy-
sics, fluid dynamics, oceanographic dynamics, and solar
physics. Scientists studying atmospheric chemistry also
make a heavy demand on computing resources. In additon
to these applications, some elements of the biology and
chemistry of the land and the oceans are studied at NCAR,
focusing in particular on the interaction of land, ocean
and atmosphere. Thus SCD must support a wide range of
computer applications for a variety of scientific pur-
suits in order to provide the computing services neces-
sary for current atmospheric research.

SCD ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

* 'FTEs' refers to Full Time Employees

A description of each department follows this chart. , You
may wish to refer to the chart or descriptions when you
need specialized assistance.
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Computer The Canomputer Operations and Maintenance Section operates
Operations and and maintains the systems of the facility and provides

Maintenance digital-data library services, statistics on usage, and
microfilm/microfiche and movie output capabilities.

Computer Operations Staff

The Computer Operations staff is responsible for provid-
ing computing services to all users of NCAR's computing
resources, both within NCAR and at remote university
sites. This task includes supervision of SCD's computing
equipment, as well as numerous routine operational tasks.
The staff provides these services 24 hours a day,
throughout the year.

File Management Services Staff

The amount of data maintained at NCAR on tape media is
considerable. Physically, the data reside on over 1,100
video tapes and 38,000 1/2-inch magnetic tapes. Each of
the video tapes holds 42 billion bits of data spread
along 3,800 feet of 2-inch tape. The File Management
Services staff provides the essential functions required
to manage the various data libraries kept at NCAR.

Two systems to accommodate visitor tapes allow either
temporary storage for small datasets or long-term, large
block storage for scientists" data tapes. The staff is
responsible for tape storage and archiving of data for
users not located at NCAR, responding to requests for as-
sistance in storing and retrieving such data, and assur-
ing that the data libraries are kept in order.

Data Entry Staff

The Data Entry staff is responsible for providing data
entry and data verification services to NCAR divisions
and, when possible, to university visitors. The work
produced consists of unformatted source data representing
computer programs, results of field experiments, and sta-
tistical information.

Computer Graphics Services Staff

The Computer Graphics staff provides the essential func-
tions required to accommodate computer output film users,
both within NCAR and at university sites, and is respon-
sible for the operating the DICOMED graphic processors
and developing the film output.

The staff processes and distributes all computer film
output, including 35-mm roll film on the DICOMED, 16-mm
roll film for movies, and 105-mm fiche format. They also
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duplicate 105-mm fiche for all users and generate and
copy 16-rmm movies.

Resource Accounting Staff

The Resource Accounting staff compiles computer account-
ing and computer user data. This information is used to
monitor and control computer use of the various main-
frames at NCAR and the resource allocations provided to
users. The group not only provides the statistics neces-
sary for day-to-day operations, but also those required
to plan for short- and long-term computing needs.

Interaction with the computer user community is another
function of the Resource Accounting group. They receive
information about the user population, validate new users
into the system, and answer inquiries about current ac-
count status. The group also assigns passwords allowing
access to the remote job entry system.

Computer Maintenance Staff

The Computer Maintenance staff is responsible for the
purchase and maintenance of more than 135 computer termi-
nals within SCD, as well as maintenance of about 240 ter-
minals owned by other NCAR divisions. The staff also
maintains and evaluates the equipment used by the TBM
mass storage device, the Gandalf port selection device,
and the modems and communications equipment. Although
this group does not maintain the vendor-supported IBM
4341 or CRAY-1 computers, it does maintain over a dozen
other pieces of hardware used by SCD personnel, NCAR per-
sonnel, and both local and remote users of NCAR's comput-
ing services.

Data Support Meteorological data support is provided by the Data Sup-
port Section of SCD, which is responsible for the collec-
tion, maintenance, and distribution of high-quality
meteorological and climatological datasets to the atmos-
pheric science community. This section also participates
in national and international planning of data archives,
data exchanges, and field experiments.

The Data Support Section maintains a large archive of
computer-readable research data and provides assistance
to users in locating data appropriate to their research
needs, interfacing their programs with the datasets, and
accessing utility routines for manipulation of the data.
Users can access the data from remote terminals, in addi-
tion to using the data at NCAR or receiving tapes.

As the owner of the largest collection of data in the
NCAR archives, the Data Support Section maintains many
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large sets of analyzed grid data and observed data from
the National Meteorological Center, the National Climatic
Data Center, the U.S. Navy, and the U.S. Air Force. Oth-
er countries and laboratories also provide data. Sup-
porting data such as land elevation and ocean depth are
included. The data holdings are described in Data Sets
for Meteorological Research (NCAR/TN-111+IA), a brief
directory that is kept current with supplemental list-
ings, and in selected write-ups that describe analysis
procedures.

Systems The Systems Section is responsible for maintaining the
Programming systems software for the major computers and for the aux-

iliary network, communication, and mass storage systems,
as well as the operating systems and language compilers
supplied by vendors. The section develops and enhances
system software to provide better service on these sys-
tems, and develops and maintains network and communica-
tion software to link the various elements of the NCAR
computing facility.

The Systems Section is divided into three areas:
Large-Scale Systems, Small-Scale Systems, and Documenta-
tion.

Large-scale systems are the computing systems within SCD
which provide the advanced computing capability in
response to research needs in the atmospheric sciences.
They currently provide software support for the CRAY-1
machines and the TBM mass storage device.

Small-scale systems are the computing systems within SCD
which provide front-end capability for the large-scale
systems, as well as networking, graphics, and communica-
tions support. They currently include two IBM 4341 com-
puters, an IBM Series I computer, the DEC PDP 11/34 ter-
minal controller, the SEL 32/55, the NSC HYPERchannel*
network, the MODCOMP II and IBM 3705 communications pro-
cessors, the DIOOMED microfilm system, and the Apollo
Graphics workstations.

Cray Group

The Cray Group has responsibility for installing and
maintaining software on the CRAY-1 computers, including
the CRAY-1 operating systems, the FORTRAN compiler, the
assembler, and numerous support and utility products.
Major software revisions are received semiannually from
Cray Research, Inc. Additional corrections, called
bug-fix releases, are received periodically between the
major version changes. This new software must be in-

* HYPERchannel is a registered trademark of Network Systems Corporation.
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tegrated with extensive locally developed modifications
in order to function at NCAR.

In addition to these activities, the Cray group provides
consulting expertise to NCAR users who have complex pro-
granmming problems or difficult program failures to
analyze.

Mass Storage Group

The purpose of this group is to provide the software sup-
port for accessing and storing the vast amounts of model-
ing and experimental data collected by the users of the
NCAR computing facility. The Mass Storage Group also fa-
cilitates the storage of user programs.

The primary responsibility of the group is the mainte-
nance and functional development of the AMPEX Terabit
Memory System. The system currently manages approximate-
ly 18 trillion bits of data and moves nearly 3 trillion
bits a month to and from the CRAY-1 machines. The number
of users and data capacity of the system continue to
grow, which requires that new functions be added while
others are streamlined.

IBM 4341 Group

The IBM 4341 Group is responsible for the "Input/Output
Satellite", which consists of two IBM 4341 systems, an
IBM Series I computer, and a Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion PDP 11/34 mini-computer. The IBM Series I and the
PDP 11/34 both provide full-screen capabilities to a
variety of terminals attached locally or through dial-up
facilities. The group installs and maintains the
software on these computers, and provides consulting for
NCAR's I/O Satellite users.

IBM distributes corrections for the operating systems,
compilers, assemblers, and utilities, which are integrat-
ed locally by the group.

The Network & Ocnmmnications Group

The Network & Communications Group is responsible for
NCAR Local Network software development, maintenance of
the software components, and assistance with the mainte-
nance of the hardware components of the Network. Group
members maintain and enhance the communications software
for the DMDCOMP II and the IBM 3705 conmmunications pro-
cessors, as well as the communications packages in the
IBM 4341 computers.
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Graphical Output Group

The Graphical Output Group maintains the operating sys-
tems on the DICOMED graphics system's PDP 11/34 and SCD's
SEL 32/55, and shares responsibility with the Graphics
Group for maintaining the DICOMED graphics system. The
group also assists with the Network connections that
utilize Network Systems Corporation adapters. The group
is currently establishing the interface between the Apol-
lo Graphics workstations and the NCAR Local Network.

Advanced Methods The Advanced Methods Section researches numerical algo-
rithms widely used in atmospheric research problems.
This section addresses research and consultation needs as
well as producing quality general-purpose mathematical
software for problems that arise in the atmospheric sci-
ences. In particular, members of this section have
developed software for computation of fast and highly ac-
curate solutions of separable and non-separable elliptic
partial differential equations (PDEs) which occur. fre-
quently in models of atmospheric phenomena.

Consulting is provided for questions on both software and
hardware in the areas of computer science and applied
mathematics. Members of the Advanced Methods Section
have worked with a number of scientists on numerical
models of the upper atmosphere, atmospheric electricity,
atmospheric chemistry, and ocean circulation. Existing
PDE software has been adapted to special-purpose needs,
and entire routines for solving specific problems have
been written.

The Advanced Methods Section also has responsibility for
processing requests for computer time fram university
scientists. These requests account for a major portion
of NCAR computing resource usage. All requests are sub-
ject to peer review and large requests are also reviewed
at the semi-annual meetings of the SCD Advisory Panel.

User Services The User Services Section is responsible for the inter-
face between the user community and the various computing
resources available from the Scientific Ccmputing Divi-
sion. The section offers consulting and training ser-
vices for users, provides information and documentation
on services and operational procedures of the division,
provides software libraries of numerical, utility, and
graphics tools, develops software utilities and systems
to improve the user environment, and oversees the inter-
face between SCD and the remote-access facilities.
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Data Cmmunications

The Data Communications Group is responsible for provid-
ing communications services for accessing the SCD comput-
ers. Services include access via interactive terminals,
access via remote batch systems, and communications net-
working to a geographically diverse user community.
Users at nearly 100 remote locations access SCD systems
via the various data communication facilities. The Data
Communications Group provides technical consulting aid to
these users, maintains administrative records on remote
use, and assists in the production of user documentation
on the use of various terminals and the associated com-
munications hardware and software.

The group also engages in planning for data communication
developments, including packet switching networks such as
the UNINET, high speed data communications media, and the
associated interface protocols and hardware connections.

Multi-User Software

The Multi-User Software Group provides local and/or spe-
cialized software tools to meet specific user needs.
These software tools vary from machine-dependent utili-
ties to general, portable packages.

In addition, this group collaborates on various software
projects with other divisions within NCAR.

Software and Libraries

The Software and Libraries Group provides support for
graphics, utility, and mathematical software required by
scientific users. After evaluating user requests and
available software, this group acquires or develops the
needed packages, then implements and maintains those
packages on the SCD.computers.

The Graphics Project, under the Software and Libraries
Group, provides SCD users with the expertise and software
needed to make the best use of computer graphics in their
scientific research.

Information Services

The Information Services Group comprises three projects:
Consulting, Documentation, and Training.

The Consulting Project manages and staffs the Consulting
Office. The office is staffed six hours per day during
weekdays and provides assistance to users with computing
problems and questions. The Consulting Office responds
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to approximately 7,000 user questions and problems annu-
ally.

The Documentation Project has overall responsibility for
providing SCD users with the necessary manuals, user
guides, and instructions to aid them in effectively using
the SCD computers and services. This project also pro-
duces The Record, a monthly newsletter, and the Daily
Bulletin, a daily informational update.

The Training Project conducts training sessions for users
and staff, and produces on-line and hard-copy tutorials
and help facilities. In addition, the project coordi-
nates the annual site visit program.

MAJOR COMPONEcTS
OF THE COPUTIN

The CRAY-1
Computers

The IBM 4341
Computers

The AMPEX Terabit
Memory System

(TB

SCD's Machine Room in the Mesa Laboratory houses the ar-
ray of computing equipment and peripheral devices
described below. Configuration charts detailing the
specifications of each computer may be found in Appendix
A.

The Cray Research Corporation's CRAY-1 computer is a
large-scale, general-purpose digital computer featuring
vector as well as scalar processing. It provides the im-
mense computing power required for the large atmospheric
simulation models that are now in use. SCD has two
CRAY-1A machines, each capable of processing up to 100
million floating-point operations per second.

SCD's two IBM 4341 computers serve several
input/output-related functions, including: providing a
program development environment that offers capabilities
for editing and storing files; providing access to mag-
netic tapes in a variety of formats and densities; pro-
viding mechanisms for submitting programs to and exchang-
ing data with computers that are attached to the NCAR lo-
cal Network; and providing data communications facilities
for remote access to the system.

With a total capacity equivalent to that of 150,000 aver-
age computer tapes, the TBM provides random access to ap-
proximately 6,000 on-line volumes, as well as extremely
high data throughput.

Data are recorded on two-inch-wide video tapes, and
stored in blocks, each identified by a unique address.
Random access to any block is done by address searches at
speeds of 1,000 inches per second (almost 65 miles per
hour) both forward and backward.
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The e R Local
Network

The NCAR Local Network currently connects eleven NCAR
computers built by four different vendors. Each computer
is attached to a Network Systems Corporation network
adapter. Each adapter in turn is connected to one or two
coaxial cables, thus completing the physical connections
between computers. Network software packages that exe-
cute in each computer and perform communications among
computers via the network hardware were developed by SCD
staff.

In response to a user request, this hardware/software
combination can transfer data between two computers. The
Network allows file transfers from any portion of one
computer's file system to any portion of another
computer's file system. All differences in file struc-
tures and character codes are automatically translated,
and file routing is also largely automatic.

About 2000 files per day move on the Network, with most
of these files moving between the IBM 4341 computers and
the CRAY-1 computers. These files contain approximately
six billion bits of data. More than half of these data
move from the CRAY-1 machines to the DICOMED Graphic Pro-
cessors.

The DIC(t~ED The DICOMED Graphics Processor is a precision,
Graphics high-resolution plotter designed to meet the needs of

Processors scientific graphic recording applications. The DICOMED
produces high-quality graphics and alphanumerics. It
will produce microfiche output, as well as film output in
three sizes. Its high resolution and multiple intensity
capability enable the production of line drawings of high
enough quality for direct use in publications, and the
production of gray-scale images resembling high-quality
photographs. SCD has two DICOMED machines.

The MDDOCMP The Modular Computing Systems MDDCOMP II is a buffer com-
puter for remote job entry. The user prepares a file
which is sent over telephone lines to the MDDCOMP and
saved on a disk. The file is then entered into the job
input stream for batch processing.

UNINET The UNINET packet switching network provides university
users of SCD with access to interactive computing via a
local telephone call to the nearest UNINET access loca-
tion. This arrangement provides users of common termi-
nals (or personal computers) with inexpensive, reliable
communications to NCAR from the home university.
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CHAPTER 2: SERvICES AVAILABLE WITHIN ITE SCIENTIFIC CDMPPUTNG DIVISIION

SCD provides a wide variety of services for users which
can aid visitors in need of assistance. The services
range frcm general visitor orientation to help in solving
specific computing and data problems. The services list-
ed below are available to all users, so please do not
hesitate to request assistance from service personnel.

VISITOR ASSISTANCE Visitors new to the Scientific Computing Division (SCD)
may contact the division receptionist (located in Roanm 6,
(303) 497-1231). Assistance will be provided in assign-
ment of temporary office space and completion of NCAR
visitor authorization forms. The SCD receptionist will
introduce you to Rosemary Mitchell in the Resource Ac-
counting Group (Roan 5, (303) 497-1235), who will check
that you have the necessary accounting information (see
below). The Resource Accounting Group assigns all pro-
ject numbers (in-house and visitor.), user numbers, and
RJE passwords.

Tours Upon arrival you will be given a brief orientation tour
of SCD. The orientation includes an explanation of the
telephones and the paging system, and a tour of the visi-
tor area (carrels and lockers), Consulting Office, I/O
area, and keypunch/terminal room.

If you wish to take a tour of the machine rocm, please
contact the operations manager (Roan 7, (303) 497-1240).
Tours are scheduled upon the request of several; visitors
when staff members are available. These tours include
the machine rocm and keypunch area, with emphasis on the
machines available for use by visitors, the computers and
their peripheral equipment, the actual running of user
jobs, and NCAR Operations policy.

WERE S[TO GET HEIP

The Corsdifting
Office

The Consulting Office is located in Roam 11A, in the I/O
area next to the computer rocm. Consulting Office hours
are 8:30-11:30 and 13:00-15:00 Monday through Friday.
The office is closed for staff meetings every Wednesday
between 13:00 and 14:00. The consulting staff provides a
general orientation and introduction to the computing fa-
cilities. The Consulting Office is staffed by student
assistants. Each student assistant is aided by a mentor,
an experienced SCD programmer who is familiar with the
internal: workings of the SCD computing system and aware
of common problems encountered by new visitors. This of-
fice also refers users to the appropriate personnel when
special help is required.
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General orientation by the consultant includes:

1. The various SCD manuals and their use.

2. How to read the CRAY-1 monitors.

3. An explanation of the function of the Consulting Of-
fice.

4. An introduction to the IBM 4341 VM/SP system, in-
cluding:

* Obtaining IBM 4341 Tutorials and the User's Guide
entitled The IBM 4341 Gateway Computers

* Locating the visitor terminals
* Using the oomputer-aided IBM 4341 Tutorials

5. An explanation of 'the Terabit Memory System (IBM),
NCAR's mass storage device. If there will be much
TBM activity, the visitor will be referred to Mary
Trembour, the Mass Storage Librarian (Room 5, (303)
497-1232), for dedicated tape information.

In addition to orientation services, Consulting Office
personnel provide information and advice on a variety of
topics relating to use of SCD computing equipment. If
problems or questions arise, stop by the Consulting Of-
fice for advice, or call (303) 497-1278.

Data Support
Section

Advanced Methods
Group

The staff of the Data Support Section (Roomans 111 and 113,
(303) 497-1215) is available to answer questions about
data handling, magnetic tape usage, and related subjects.
This section maintains a large archive of computer-
readable research data and provides assistance to users
in locating data appropriate to their research needs, in-
terfacing their programs with the datasets, and accessing
utility routines for manipulation of the data. Consult-
ing assistance and utility routines are also available to
aid users with a wide spectrum of general data handling
problems such as reading tapes formatted for other com-
puter systems and efficient storage methods for data ar-
chives.

The Advanced Methods group of the Scientific Ccmputing
Division (Rocm 100D, (303) 497-1220) provides consulting
services and software for solving numerical, statistical
and various other mathematical problems.
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Computer
Operations Staff

User Number

Project Number

For operator assistance with a job, the Computer Opera-
tions staff can be contacted at the Input/Output counter
(Room 29, (303) 497-1200). For special job handling, an
"operator request card" is available there. Contact the
Consulting Office (Roam 11A, (303) 497-1278) for informa-
tion on submitting jobs.

Account numbers are assigned by Rosemary Mitchell
(Room 5, (303) 497-1235) of the Resource Accounting
Group. You will need a user number and project number
before running jobs on the SCD computers.

A four-digit user number is automatically assigned when
your request for resources is approved. Each user has a
unique user number.

An eight-digit project number is assigned to each project
when the request for resources is approved. The first
four digits of the project number designate the universi-
ty sponsoring the project. The fifth digit is a classif-
ication which designates one of the following:

0 NCAR Scientist

1,2,4 Visiting Scientist

3 Joint NCAR/Visitor Scientists

9 Multiple Sponsors

The last three digits are assigned sequentially within a
project number category. One project number may have
several users associated with it. One user number may be
associated with several projects.

Closing Projects Projects are closed when you instruct the Resource Ac-
counting Group to do so, or when your contract expires.
If a project has not been active for a year, you will be
contacted to see if the project can be closed.

PSODRE PSSTORE is a permanent storage system for files implement-
ed on the Terabit emory System (TBM) mass storage dev-
ice. You may use PSTORE to store your program source
codes, test data, on-line documentation, and object code
libraries.

Your PSTORE files are identified by a unique name derived
from your name. If you have a logon name on the IBM
4341, the PSTORE name will be the same.
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Information regarding the use of PSTORE may be obtained
frcm the Consulting Office in a document entitled "PSTORE
- A Permanent File Storage System". This document is
also included in Appendix A of The NCAR IBM 4341 Gateway
Computers (NCAR/TN-234+IA).

IBM 4341 Logon
Name

Reamote Batch
Access

NCAR
Identification

Cards

A logon name and a password are necessary to submit jobs
to the IBM 4341 computers. They may be obtained from
Rosemary Mitchell (Room 5, (303) 497-1235).

User sites equipped with remote batch terminal systems
(sometimes referred to as RJE or Remote Job Entry sys-
tems) can provide remote users with a useful method of
access to the SCD computers. Remote system communication
with NCAR is conducted via the IBM Remote Spooling Com-
munications Subsystem (RSCS), or the NMDCOMP II system,
and many remote user sites have such access already. Ac-
cess through the MODCOMP II system requires a project-
dependent password, which may be obtained from Rosemary
Mitchell at (303) 497-1235. NOTE: The password you
select should not be the same as your logon name.

Establishing a new PJE site requires hardware and
software that is compatible with the equipment at NCAR.
Various configuration tables at NCAR must also be set to
accomodate the new system. For information on PJE com-
munication, contact Don Morris at (303) 497-1282.

Users planning to enter the Mesa Lab after 5:00 P.M.
(17:00 hours) on weekdays or on weekends will need an
NCAR identification card, which may be obtained from the
division receptionist (Rooman 6, (303) 497-1231).

WHATS GOING CO

he Daily Bulletin

7he Record

The "Daily Bulletin" is issued each morning and contains
the latest updates on the status of the hardware, the
number of jobs left. in the queues from the previous day,
any scheduled downtime for the day, and other operational
and systems information of interest to the user. The
"Daily Bulletin" is available as a news file on the MOD-
COMP and the IBM 4341 and is posted several places around
the facility (below the scope in the Input/Output area,
on the bulletin board in the visitor area, in the Con-
sulting Office and in the user terminal room).

The Record, a newsletter of the Scientific Computing
Division, is distributed on the first day of each month
and contains in-depth articles and detailed information
on software, documentation and computer usage. Included
in The Record are: articles about new developments in
software, operations and systems; announcements of new
library files; Trouble/Design Reports which report system
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or design bugs and temporary solutions; a list of pro-
jects granted computer time during the month; machine
availability statistics; and announcements of mass
storage volume deletions.

Copies of the latest issue of The Record may be picked up
in the Computing Library (Room 9C). A subscription may
be obtained by contacting the editor of The Record, Bob
Nicol (Roan 24C, (3.03) 497-1249). An index of all arti-
cles in The Record for each calendar year is available in
the January issue.

Meetings are another way to obtain information about the
workings of the computing facilities. The Scientific
Computing Division Users Group meets the first Monday of
each month and invites all users to attend. Presenta-
tions are made addressing items of interest to users, and
there is always an open "User Round Table" at the end of
the meeting. Meetings are usually held the first Monday
of the month at 13:30 in the Damon Room. Contact the
Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278 for details.

The Consulting Project staff meetings are open to the
general user community on alternate Wednesdays. System
updates, new software, trouble reports and items of gen-
eral interest to all users are discussed.

There is a distribution list for meeting announcements.
To have your name added to the list, please contact the
Consulting Office.

OPERATIbkAL

A visitor may borrow computer tapes (called B-tapes) for
use while at NCAR and may purchase tapes to store data
for transportation to the visitor's home facility. The
Scientific Computing Division will also store a reason-
able number of visitor-owned tapes (called V-tapes) for
convenient access. The TBM mass storage device provides
an alternative method of tape data storage. Forms for
tape checkout are available at the Scientific Computing
Division input counter; see the Mass Storage Librarian,
Mary Trembour (Room 5, (303) 497-1232) for special needs.

The Data Entry staff (Rocm 22A, (303) 497-1201) provides
a variety of services, including keypunching and verifi-
cation. Since the staff is small, visitors are en-
couraged to have all programs and data prepared before
their arrival at NCAR. If sufficient staff and time are
available visitors may request data entry services. If a
visitor's work is accepted, it will be given the same
priority that NCAR staff members receive.

SCD Services

Meetings

Data Storage on
Tape

Data Entry
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Keypunch equipment is available for individual use.
Keypunch equipment at NCAR consists of IBM models 026 and
029, both of which have 48-character keyboards utilizing
the Hollerith character set. Also, a Decision Data 8010
is available for verifying and interpreting cards.

User Terminals

Perkin-Elmer Data Systems 1100 (Fox)
Hewlett-Packard HP2648A
VT100
ADM 3A and 3A+
SOIROC IQ 120
FALCO TS100 (a VT100 emulator)

Use of the terminals in the public user areas is on a
"first-come-first-served" basis.

nA-TA- AVAHML;ZBIE AT
WEAR

SCD D-IEC'IO1Y

Interactive terminals for visitor use are located in Room
22 and Room 4. SCD supports several types of terminals
at NCAR. They are:

The Data Support section maintains a large archive of
meteorological, climatological, and oceanographic data
for use by researchers at NCAR and for distribution to
universities and other research organizations. The col-
lection includes a wide range of observational and
analyzed data. Further information can be obtained from
the Data Support section (Rocms 111 and 113, (303) 497-
1215).

The following directory contains the names and extension
numbers of SCD personnel. For long-distance or outside
calls, the extension numbers are preceeded by area code
(303), prefix 497. Roman numbers may be located on the
maps which follow the directory.
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SCIENTIFIC OMPUTING DIVISION DIlECflRY

Director
Deputy Director
Administrator
Assistant Administrator
Administrative Assistant
Cost Recovery
Computing Resource Applications
Computing Resource Applications

Secretary, Resource Applications
Secretary

USER SERVICES
Assistant Manager
Data Communications

Remote Batch Site Establishment
Multi-User Software
Software & Libraries

Graphics Software
Information Services

Consulting
Consulting Office
Consulting Office
Daily Bulletin
Documentation
Ordering Manuals
The Record
Training

OPERATIONS AND MANTNANCE
Resource Accounting Group

Project and User Number Assignment
Logon/Password Assignment

Computer Operations Manager
Data Entry
Microf ilm Center
Operations Supervisor
Output Mailing
Mass Storage Librarian
1/2" Tape Librarian

Computer Maintenance Manager
Terminal Maintenance
Terminal Attachment

SYSTEMS
Assistant Manager, Large-Scale Systems

CRAY-1
TBM Mass Storage Device

Assistant Manager, Small-Scale Systems
IBM 4341
NCAR Local Network

Walter Macintyre
Margaret Drake
Pete Peterson
Betty Thompson
Frieda Garcia
Betty Thompson
Cicely Ridley
John Adams
JoAn Knudson
Kathy Lucero

Dick Sato
Buck Frye
Dave Fulker
Don Morris
Bob Lackman
Ben Domenico
Lofton Henderson
Ann Cowley
Barb Horner
Staff
Answering Machine
Bob Nicol
Ann Cowley
Sal Farfan
Bob Nicol
Greg McArthur

Gary Jensen
Julie Bartram
Rosemary Mitchell
Rosemary Mitchell
Bob Niffenegger
Mary Buck
Andy Robertson
Shift Supervisor
Sue Long
Mary Trembour
Sue Long
Steve Chapel
Scott Quinn
Doug Chaney

Paul Rotar
Bernie O'Lear
Gene Schumacher
John Merrill
Gil Green
Phylecia Brandley
B-Lynn Irwin

SCD Services

Ext.
1206
1210
1209
1208
1205
1208
1211
1213
1207
1231

1289
1225
1222
1282
1224
1293
1286
1223
1283
1278
1279
1249
1223
1292
1249
1291

1289
1234
1235
1235
1240
1201
1241
1200
1245
1232
1245
1255
1252
1304

1277
1268
1264
1273
1270
1271
1261

Roan
120A
120D
120C
120E
120
120E
119
118
120
6

15C
10OG
100B
11D
10OF
17H
13D
loo100C
13A
11A
11A
24C
loo100C
17G
24C
17F

17C
5
5
5
7
22A
24C
29
24F
5
24F
33
33
33

51A
45
44C
49A
37
48A
42D
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SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING DIVISION DIRECTORY (Con t)

DATA SUPPORT
Assistant Manager

Roy Jenne
Dennis Joseph

ADVANCED METHODS
Assistant Manager

Paul Swarztrauber
Gerald Browning

1215 113B
1216 113A

1220 100D
1221 100E

MAP OF THE The map on the following page shows those sections of the
SCIENTIFIC First Basement and Main Level which contain Scientific

CCMPTlENG DIVISIN Computing Division offices. The listings indicated on
the map near the input counter contain the following in-
formation:

Listing #1:

Listing #2:

Computer User's Project Status
CRAY-1A Resources Used and Allocated
IBM Resources Used

CRAY-1A Current Purged Dataset List
CRAY-1A Current Dataset List
CRAY-lA Job Queue Status List
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CEAER 3: DOCI O

SCD MA S

Obtaining NCAR
Documents

The SCD Documentation Project provides publications for
users of NCAR computing equipment. SCD will provide one
basic set of Cray manuals on a one-time basis for each
new project. These may be ordered when the project and
user numbers are obtained. Other pertinent manuals may
be obtained from NCAR, from Cray Research, Inc., and from
IBM. Procedures for obtaining manuals are listed within
each category below. The following manuals are written
by SCD staff and contain information relevant to the NCAR
computing environment. When there is a cost, it is in-
cluded below. New and updated manuals are mailed period-
ically to each user site representative.

Copies of NCAR documentation may be obtained by contact-
ing Sal Farfan (Room 17G, (303) 497-1292). On-line mail
may be sent to SAL on the IBM 4341 computers, or regular
mail can be sent to the following address:

Sal Farfan
Scientific Computing Division
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307

The following manuals are recommended, and are described
in the following sections.

7he NCAR SCD User Guides
An Overview of the Scientific Computing Division

___ The NCAR IBM 4341 Gateway Computers
HE CRAY-1 COMPUTERS:
A Guide to Supercomputing at NCAR

_ NCR DATA COCMUNICATIONS:
A Guide to Remote Job Entry

MANAGING DATASETS AND PROGRAMS AT NCAR:
The Mass Storage Subsystem

The NCAR Local Network

The following manuals will be useful depending
particular programming needs of the user:

The SCD Graphics System Documentation
An Introduction to the SCD Graphics System
_ The SCD Graphics Utilities
Selected User Reference Papers

_ The System Plot Package
The Graphics System Implementor"s Guide

upon the
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Meteorological Research Data
Datasets for Meteorological Research
Techniques for the Processing, Storage,
and Exchange of Data
Informal Notes on Data Availability

SCD User Guides

An Overview of the
Scientific

Computing Division

The NCAR IBM 4341
Gateway Computers

THE CRAY-1
COMPUTERS: A Guide
to Supercomputing

at NCAR

NCAR DATA
COMMUNICATIONS: A
Guide to Remote

Job Entry

The SCD user documentation is organized into a series of
separate documents. Each document is designed to be in-
dependent of the others. Together these documents pro-
vide a valuable user resource which may be adapted for
the specific needs of each user.

(NCAR/TN-240+IA). This document is intended for the user
who is new to NCAR's Computing Division. In addition to
descriptions of SCD personnel and equipment, it lists
services available within SCD and explains how to access
the computers, how to get the various I.D. numbers neces-
sary to run jobs at NCAR, and policies and procedures for
obtaining computer resources.

(NCAR/N-234+IA). This document serves as an introduc-
tion to the IBM 4341 computers at NCAR. It includes
chapters on how to get started, how to use the IBM 4341
HELP and EXEC facilities, and how to use the IBM 4341
system editor. Helpful tips and techniques for system
use are also included. In addition, complete documenta-
tion on PSTORE may be found in Appendix A; Appendix B
contains information on the NCAR user EXEC Library.

Appendix C of this manual contains the packet of IBM 4341
Tutorials. The tutorials are designed to familiarize the
user with the major features and capabilities of the IBM
4341 computing system using a hands-on approach. Tutori-
als included in this packet are A PACX Tutorial, Getting
Started on the IBM 4341, An XEDIT Tutorial, Sending a Job
to the CRAY-1, and Using the CMS Help facility. Keyboard
templates for NCAR-supported terminals are also provided.

(NCAR/TN-226+IA). This document discusses Cray JCL and
editing features, as well as how to run and debug on the
CRAY-1 computers.

(NCAR/TN-222+IA). This document describes the various
methods of submitting jobs to the CRAY-1 computers at
NCAR. Separate chapters provide information on MDCOMP,
RSCS, UNINET, and PACX communications.
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MANAGING DATASETS
AND PROGRAMS AT
NCAR: The Mass

Storage Subsystem

NCAR Local Network

The SCD Graphics
System

Documentation

An Introduction to
the SGD Graphics

System

The SCD Graphics
Utilities

Selected User
Reference Papers

The System Plot
Package

The Graphics
System

Implementor s
Guide

(NcAR/TN-218+IA). This document discusses the use of the
AMPEX Terabit Memory System (TBM) used for mass data
storage at NCAR. It also describes tape usage and vari-
ous input/output routines available to the user. Exam-
ples of various kinds of input and output are included.

(NCAR/TN-228+IA). This document is a guide to under-
standing and using the NCAR Local Network which connects
the various computers and peripheral equipment in use at
NCAR.

The Scientific Computing Division (SCD) Graphics System
documentation is organized into a series of separate do-
cuments. Each document is designed to be independent of
the others so that the group of documents which comprise
the SCD Graphics System documentation may be used by a
wide variety of users with varying degrees of familiarity
with graphics systems. The cost to non-NCAR users for
all five documents is $30.00. One complete set of manu-
als is provided at no additional charge with each
software tape order.

(NCAR/TN-161+IA). This guide should be read by all
Graphics users since it explains much of the philosophi-
cal and conceptual orientation of the Graphics System.

(NCAR-TN/166+IA). This guide contains a detailed set of
explanations for each of the higher-level graphics rou-
tines which are currently part of SCD's Graphics System.
First-time users should refer to the brief section at the
beginning of this document in order to determine which
graphics utilities will perform a desired task.

(NCAR/TN-174+IA). This guide is a collection of papers
which describe selected special applications of the
Graphics System.

(NCAR-TN/162+IA). This guide documents the graphics rou-
tines which are used to perform low-level graphics tasks
such as scaling, line drawing, and character drawing.
Since most of the higher-level graphics utilities use the
System Plot Package, users should be familiar with the
overall features and capabilities of the package before
using the utilities.

(NCAR/TN-165+IA). This guide tells the user how to im-
plement various components of the Graphics System on
another computer. This document is recommended for those
users of graphics systems who wish to transport the SCD
Graphics System to other computers and graphics devices.
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Meteorological
Research Data

Data Sets for
Meteorological

Research

Techniques for the
Processing,
Storage, and

Exchange of Data

Informal Notes on
Data Availability

CRAY MANUALS

Obtaining Cray
Documents

(TN/IA-111). This document summarizes the contents of
the Data Support Section archive and gives general
descriptions of each dataset. Archives of most major
sources for meteorological research data in the United
States are also summarized.

(TN/IA-93). This report discusses selected aspects of
the computer hardware systems and some of the considera-
tions involved in choosing data formats. It also
describes some of the procedures and subroutines that
make it relatively easy to process the data in both char-
acter formats and binary packed formats. These pro-
cedures lay the groundwork for making the exchange of
data between computer systems as efficient and as simple
as possible.

In order to make current availability information quickly
accessible, the Data Support Section maintains a collec-
tion of notes showing data volume, content, and period of
record for major datasets.

The documents described below are useful to the NCAR com-
puter user who wishes to become more familiar with the
CRAY-1 computer.

Except for an initial set of manuals which will be pro-
vided to new users, all Cray Documentation must be ob-
tained from Cray Research, Inc. Manual prices are sub-
ject to change and thus are not listed here. A manual
price list may be obtained from Cray Research, Inc.
Manuals and subscriptions to updates may be ordered fromn
the following address:

Cray Research, Inc.
-Publications Department
1440 Northland Drive
Mendota Heights, MN 55120

The following manuals are recommended, and are described
below:

CRAY-1 FORTRAN (CFT) Reference Manual
CRAY-OS Version 1.0 Reference Manual

-.. Library Reference Manual

The following manual is recommended for UPDATE users only:
Update Reference Manual
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CRAY-1 FORTRAN
(CFT) Reference

Manual

CRAY-OS Version
1.0 Reference

Manual

Library Reference
Manual

Update Reference
Manual

IBM ANALS

Obtaining IBM
Documents

This manual describes the CRAY-1 FORTRAN language in its
entirety, the use of the CRAY-1 FORTRAN Compiler, and re-
lated CRAY-1 Operating System characteristics.

This manual describes the external features of the CRAY-1
Operating System (COS) including system components,
storage of information, and job processing. An introduc-
tion to COS job control language (JCL) is included; the
format of each COS JCL control statement is given, along
with an explanation of the function of each. Examples
are provided at the end of each section. Finally, CAL
language macro instructions are described, and in some
cases examples are provided.

The Library Reference Manual describes subprograms avail-
able to users on libraries that are supported by Cray
Research. It includes a summary of subprograms, grouped
in alphabetical order by the primary reference name.
This is an abbreviated reference guide, giving general
information and specifying the purpose of each subpro-
gram. Included with each entry is the page reference of
a detailed description of the subprogram found later in
the manual.

UPDATE is a programming tool that provides a means of
modifying, editing, and updating source language pro-
grams, thus eliminating the need for manually maintaining
punched card decks. This manual describes the UPDATE
program for the CRAY-1. The reader is assumed to be fam-
iliar with features of the CRAY-1 Operating System (COS).
Alternative editing tools are available which the user
may wish to investigate before selecting the UPDATE pro-
gram.

The documents described below are useful to the NCAR com-
puter user who wishes to become more familiar with the
IBM 4341 computer system.

IBM documents must be purchased from the user's IBM
representative or from the IBM branch office serving the
user's locality. For price information on IBM documents
in the Denver area, you may contact:

Mary Hrinik
4700 S. Syracuse Pkwy
Denver, Colorado 80237
(303) -773-5758
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The following manuals are recommended and are described
below:

_ IBM VM/SP:
_ IBM VM/SP:

IBM VM/SP:
____ IBM VM/SP:

_ IBM VM/SP:
____ IBM VM/SP:

IBM VM/SP: CMS
Command and Macro

Reference

IBM VM/SP: CMS
User's Guide

IBM VM/SP: CP
Command Reference
for General Users

IBM VM/SP: EXEC 2
Reference

IBM VM/SP: System
Product Editor

User's Guide

IBM VM/SP: System
Product Editor

Command and Macro
Reference

OONSOLTI OFFICE
DOCTMEWfATIONI

CMS Command and Macro Reference
CMS User's Guide
CP Commnand Reference for General Users
EXEC 2 Reference
System Product Editor User"s Guide
System Product Editor Command
and Macro Reference

(SC19-6209). This publication contains all of the com-
mand formats, syntax rules, and operand and option
descriptions for CMS commands, subccrmmands, functions,
and macro instructions for general users.

(SC19-6210) This publication contains information and ex-
amples about the CMS component of the IBM VM/SP. It is
written for users who want to learn how to use CMS to
create and modify data files and programs. Also included
are brief descriptions of the XEDIT Editor and the EXEC 2
and HELP facilities.

(SC19-6211). This publication is a reference manual for
users who are running systems on a virtual machine under
VM/SP. Each CP command is listed alphabetically. Each
command description contains general usage information,
the command line format, descriptions of all allowable
operands, and default values for operands.

(SC24-5219). The purpose of this publication is to de-
fine the command language facility, EXEC 2. While pri-
marily a reference manual, it also contains tutorial in-
formation for new users.

(SC24-5220). This publication is intended to give the
beginner a working knowledge of the SP Editor, XEDIT.
Both a full screen and a line editor, -XEDIT provides a
wide range of functions for text processing and program
development.

(SC24-5221). This publication contains all of the com-
mand formats, syntax rules, and operand and option
descriptions for the XEDIT command and XEDIT subcommands
and macros.

Information on various aspects of system software is pub-
lished in Consulting Office documents. These aids are
announced in both The Record and the "Daily Bulletin" as
they become available. They may be obtained in the Com-
puting Library next to the Consulting Office, or by con-
tacting a consultant at (303) 497-1278.
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KEEPIN CURRENT

ON-LINE
DOCUMLANTTON

The GEIDOC Utility

Information about all manual updates and new documenta-
tion as well as recommendations about which manuals are
necessary appears as a regular feature in The Record. It
is suggested that all users subscribe to and read The
Record; a subscription may be obtained by contacting Bob
Nicol at (303) 497-1249. There is no charge for sub-
scribing to The Record.

On-line documentation refers to documentation kept on
various computer storage devices. Since there is only
one master copy of each document, this type of documenta-
tion can be easily revised and updated. Some of the on-
line documentation at NCAR can be displayed on the user's
terminal screen and thus may be quickly accessed when
needed. Other on-line documentation cannot be accessed
interactively, but may be easily copied from a storage
device. There is a considerable amount of on-line docu-
mentation available at NCAR; however, many users are not
aware of the correct methods of accessing this documenta-
tion. The following section provides a complete listing
of on-line sources of documentation and also outlines
methods of access and certain idiosyncracies associated
with sane on-line sources.

The two major utilities for obtaining documentation are
the GETDOC utility on the CRAY-1 computers, and the HELP
facility on the IBM 4341 computers. Most of the follow-
ing discussion is devoted to these utilities. A brief
description of other utilities is also included.

GETDOC is a procedure which runs on the CRAY-1 computers,
and thus cannot be used interactively. However, the GET-
DOC facility can be used to obtain documentation on user-
accessed routines in the software maintained by the
Software and Libraries Group of SCD. GETDOC can obtain
general documentation for all of the libraries available
on the CRAY-1 machines, though not all routines within
these libraries have documentation available through GET-
DOC. For locating a specific routine for a specific ap-
plication, use the on-line software catalog facility
available through HELP ISORE on the IBM 4341, or see the
SOFWARE CATALOG entry under GETDOC.

The general form of the GETDOC command on the CRAY-1 is:

GETDOC ,LIB=libname ,DOC=routine ,L=listing ,NR,DIR.

The DIR option will produce a listing of the library con-
tents. Including the 'DOC=lib name,LIB=DOCLIB* option
will produce a general description of the library.
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The following table describes all the documentation
available through GETDOC and how to access it.

GETDOC Information

Library or
Program

AMDSLIB

CRAYLIB

ECMFFT

EISPACK

Access
(LIB=) Comments

AMDSLIB

CRAYLIB

DOCLIB Use DOC=ECMFFT,LIB=DOCLIB for general informa-
tion about this library.

EISPACK

FITPACK

FUNPACK

IMSL

ITPACK

LINPACK

MINPACK

CRAYLIB
ULIB
XLIB
EISPACK

DOCLIB

SLATEC

The default version is IMSL Version 9.

No on-line documentation for specific routines.
Use DOC=ITPACK for a general description.

For a brief summary of the names and purposes of
the available routines, use DOC=SUMMARY. The
default version is NAG Mark 10.

$NCARLB is an object library made from portions
of the source libraries ULIB, XLIB, CRAYLIB and
EISPACK. Documentation should be obtained from
the appropriate library.

Use LIB=DOCLIB, DOC=PORT for general information
on the PORT library. No on-line documentation
for specific routines is available.

For a brief summary of names and purposes of the
routines available, use DOC=SUMMARY.

DOCLIB Use LIB=DOCLIB,DOC=STATLIB for general informa-
tion on this library. No on-line documentation
for specific routines.

Documentation

FITPACK

FUNPACK

IMSL

ITPACK

LINPACK

MINPACK

NAG NAG

$NCARLB

PORT

$SCILIB $SCILIB
SCILIB

SLATEC

STATLIB
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$SYSLIB $SYSLIB
SYSLIB

TESTLIB TESTLIB

ULIB ULIB

XLIB XLIB

CONCORDANCE (

SOFTWARE r

TOOLS

SOF'IWARE I
CATAIOG

PORTABLE I
SOFTWARE

MISCELLANEOUS I

Ct
I

The IBM 4341 HELP
Facility

CONCORD

TOOLS

DOCLIB

PORTLIB

DOCLIB
SOURCE
PORTLIB

Use DOC=CONCORD for general usage information.
Use DOC=CNCRDX for information on the output
codes given by CONCORDANCE.

Use DOC=CRAYUSE for information on using
software tools on the CRAY-1. Use
DOC='toolname& for information on a specific
tool.

Use DOC=LIBHELP for general information on using
this version of the on-line software catalog.
Use DOC=CATEGORS (or CATEGORIES) for a listing
of software categories. Use DOC='categoryo for
a listing of specific routines available within
that category.

This is a portable software library, not to be
confused with the library PORT. Software is
also available from other libraries.

There are various routines documented in these
libraries that are not documented elsewhere,
including IFTRAN, REDUCE, and the metacode file
editors. To obtain listings of the filenames in
these libraries, use the DIR option of GETDOC
mentioned above.

A considerable amount of information is available from
the HELP facility on the IBM 4341 computers. Through
this facility, users have access to information about the
use of all types of IBM cammands (CMS, CP, XEDIT, EXEC2,
SIPO, DEBUG, EDIT and EXEC), and information on software
on the various library disks (SYSLIB, SUPLIB, CONS,
GRAPH, TOOLS, and EXLIB), as well as explanations of net-
work error codes, IBM error messages, and CRAY-1 and IBM
4341 local trouble reports. There is also an on-line
software catalog feature, available by typing HELP ISORE
(Inventory of SOftware REsources), which describes
software available from all the libraries on the CRAY-1.
Brief descriptions of all routines available within
specific categories of routine types are provided, as
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well as additional information such as methods of access,
level of support, and information on further documenta-
tion.

The following table describes all the information avail-
able through the IBM 4341 HELP facility.

IBM HELP Information

Information

IBM Commands

Library
software

Access
(HELP ... ) Comments

'command name'The general form of access is where environment
can be any of the following: XEDIT, CMS, CP,
EXEC2 EXEC, SIPO, DEBUG, or EDIT. The command
argument can be emitted, in which case a menu is
shown of all commands in that environment. En-
vironment can be emitted, in which case the de-
fault value is the environment in which the user
is presently working. For example, typing HELP
SET will bring up different information if the
user is in XEDIT than would appear by entering
the same command within CMS.

NCARLIBS HELP NCARLIBS brings up a menu of libraries fol-
lowed by a short description of each, from which
the user can choose a specific library and then
specific routines.

HELP 'libraryname' will bring up a menu of all
documented utilities within that library, from
which the user can choose specific routines for
further information. Documented libraries are
SYSLIB, SUPLIB, CONS, GRAPH, TOOLS, and EXLIB.

HELP "execname& will bring up information on us-
ing that specific EXEC, provided that the user
is linked to the library disk that contains that
EXEC.

HELP 'modulename& will bring up information on
using that specific module, provided that the
user is linked to the library disk that contains
that module.

Documentation

library
name

exec
name

module
name
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Network
Error Codes

IBM Error
Messages

error code

error code

Typing HELP n, where n is some positive number,
will provide an explanation of possible sources
of error if that number was returned as an error
code by an NCAR Local Network processor. The
negative sign on an error code is used to indi-
cate the mainframe on which the error occured.
There are a few 'generic' error code forms which
are not at all obvious. These are: 2XX10,
2XX18, 2XX19, 2XX20, 2NN16, 2XX41, 2NN42, 2NN43,
2XX44, 2XX45, 2XX46, 2XX47, and 2XX48. -XX- and
the code must be typed as shown for HELP to find
it.

In some cases, the IBM 4341 provides error codes
of the form XXXXXXNNNX, where the X's are alpha-
betic and the N's are numeric. Those that begin
with DMS or DMK are documented by IBM, and a
fuller explanation of the error may be had by
typing HELP XXXNNNX, using the first three char-
acters followed by the last four characters of
the error code. For example, when the help fa-
cility cannot find requested information, the
error message begins with the code DMSHLP254E.
Typing HELP DMS254E provides further information
on that error code.

Provides the user with a two choice menu, from
which a menu of software categories or a menu of
available libraries may be selected. From these
menus, the user can access descriptions of all
available routines within a specific category,
or get information on specific libraries such as
description of contents, method of access,
available documentation and level of support.
Note that keywords may be used to search for
categories. A hard-copy version of the catalog
is also available upon request.

Provides the user with a menu of software
categories, from which the user can choose a
specific category and get a description of all
available software in that given category. Note
that documentation for an individual routine can
be obtained using GETDOC.

Provides the user with a menu of libraries
available on the CRAY-1, from which a user can
select specific libraries for information on li-
brary contents, method of access, available do-
cumentation, and level of support.

Documentation

Software
Catalog

ISORE

CATEGORY

LIBRARY
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library
name

category
number

Software Tools TOOLS

CMSUSE

CRAYUSE

tool name

Typing HELP 'libraryname' brings up information
as outlined above on that specific library. The
documented libraries are: AMOSLIB, CRAYLIB,
EISPACK, FITPACK, FUNPACK, IMSL, ITPACK, LIN-
PACK, MINPACK, NAG, NCARLB, PORT, SCILIB, SLA-
TEC, STATLIB, SYSLIB, TESTLIB, ULIB, and XLIB.

Typing HELP 'categorynumber' brings up a
description of that category as well as a list
of all available routines within that category.
Category numbers can be obtained by typing HELP
CATEGORY.

Brings up a description of the Software Tools
concept, followed by a menu allowing the user to
choose further documentation on using tools on
the CRAY-1 or IBM 4341, or documentation on us-
ing a specific tool.

Provides information about using the Software
Tools facility on the IBM 4341.

Provides information about using the Software
Tools facility on the CRAY-1.

Provides documentation on using a specific tool
on either the CRAY-1 or IBM 4341.

Provides a menu of locally detected bugs on the
CRAY-1, from which the user can select specific
trouble reports to read through.

Provides a menu of locally detected bugs on the
IBM 4341, from which the user can select specif-
ic trouble reports to read through.

Provides information on a specific
detected bug on the IBM 4341 or CRAY-1.
report numbers can be obtained from the
viously described menus.

locally
Trouble

two pre-

Current
Documentation

All menus
of HELP
documentation

DOCAVAIL

HELPALL

Typing HELP DOCAVAIL brings up a listing of
currently available hard copy documentation,
along with the publication date of the most re-
cent version. Information is also included re-
garding who may be contacted to obtain copies of
the current documentation.

Typing HELPALL (not HELP ALL or HELP HELPALL)
brings up a menu of all the menus currently
available to the HELP facility. From here al-
most all of the information described above can
be accessed.

Documentation

Trouble
Reports

CRAYTRS

4341TRS

trouble
report
number
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Other Sources of
On-line

Documentation

Tutorials

The WHOIS OCmmand

On-line tutorials can provide users with an introduction
to various aspects of interactive computing on the IBM
4341 computers, including XEDIT, submitting jobs to the
CRAY-1 machines, available documentation, and using the
PACX. They are primarily intended for newer users of
NCAR's facilities, but do contain useful information
which may not be easily found in manuals. Access to
these tools is obtained by typing the command TUTORME on
the IBM 4341.

WHOIS is a facility available on the IBM 4341 which can
be used to find out specific information about SCD users.
WHOIS pattern matches on the string given as an argument,
and brings up all lines from its data base which contain
the. specified string. For example, all users in HAO can
be obtained by executing WHOIS HAO'; all users in a cer-
tain area, like New Mexico area code 505, can be found by
typing 'WHOIS (505)', and so on. WHOIS provides the fol-
lowing information about each user: name, user number and
id, phone number, distribution code, division, and on
which IBM 4341 (if any) the user has a virtual machine.
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CHAPTER 4: COMPRTER RESOCUCE ALLOCATION POLICIES AND POeCEDURES

SCD SUPORT

ELIGIBILITY

Affiliation

Area of Research

This chapter describes policies and procedures for use of
NCAR's computing resources in support of atmospheric
research by university scientists. The computing pro-
jects supported by the Scientific Computing Division
(SCD) are divided into three main categories: support of
atmospheric and related research by university scien-
tists; support of atmospheric and related research by
NCAR scientists; and support of joint research by univer-
sity and NCAR scientists. Computing resources for the
NCAR divisions are allocated by the Director of NCAR.
The directors of each division apportion these resources
to the projects under their supervision. The Director of
NCAR also allocates resources for joint projects from a
fund set aside for that purpose. Division of resources
for allocations is made along the following general
guidelines: 40% of the Center's available resources go to
NCAR staff, 40% to non-NCAR scientists, and 20% to joint
projects involving both NCAR staff and non-NCAR scien-
tists.

Eligibility for applying for computing support depends
upon three main criteria: affiliation, area of research,
and need.

Computing support from SCD is intended primarily for
university scientists conducting atmospheric research.
Eligibility has, however, been extended to include cer-
tain other educational and non-profit research organiza-
tions. SCD does not normally support research groups in
Federal agencies.

Research supported by SCD must satisfy the following de-
finition of atmospheric science:

Atmospheric science attempts to understand the total
behavior of the earth's atmosphere on all scales rang-
ing from microscopic processes to global motions.
Since the atmosphere is not an isolated system, signi-
ficant influences such as those of the sun and oceans
must be included. Basic solar physics and some areas
of general astrophysics are also included in this de-
finition.

SCD Supported Projects supported by SCD usually fall within the follow-
Projects ing categories:

- Global circulation of the atmosphere

- Msoscale observations and modeling
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- Cloud physics

- Boundary layer and turbulence studies

- Dynamic oceanography

- Ocean/Atmosphere Interaction

- Physics of the thermosphere,
tosphere

ionosphere, and magne-

- Atmospheric chemistry

- Physics of planetary atmospheres

- Physical processes in the solar atmosphere and in-
terplanetary medium

- Line formation and radiative transfer in solar and
stellar atmospheres

- Magnetohydrodynamics and plasma physics

- Geomagnetic studies

- Three dimensional modeling of solar, stellar,
galactic phenomena

and

- Basic science, mathematics, and engineering where
relevance to atmospheric science, physical oceanog-
raphy, or solar physics is clearly established

Need SCD is intended to extend rather than duplicate the com-
puting resources available at the applicant's home insti-
tution. There is, therefore, a preference for large pro-
jects beyond the scope of university computing facili-
ties, and for projects which use special capabilities not
otherwise available.

APPLICATION FOR

Research Sponsor

Each applicant is asked to complete a request form which
may be obtained froman Mary Bartels or Debbie Benson of SCD
at (303) 497-1207. Sample copies of the request form are
included in Appendix B. Applicants should fill in
relevant sections of the form and indicate why a particu-
lar item does not apply. The following notes on specific
sections are provided.

Since users sponsored by some agencies may be charged for
computing resources, complete information with regard to
all sponsorship is needed, including the name of the sup-
porting agency or agencies and contract or grant numbers.
NCAR informs any research sponsor of support granted by
SCD to the project. The Principal Investigator is asked
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to sign the form, thereby confirming that the computa-
tions described are part of the program sponsored under
the grant or contract.

Hnre Institution

Cogputing
Resources

Job Priority
System

The function of NCAR is to extend the computing resources
for eligible applicants beyond what would otherwise be
available at their home institutions. This information
provides a basis for determining what computing resources
are already available to the applicant. The director of
the applicant's home computing facility is asked to ack-
nowledge having seen the application by signing the re-
quest form. This is an added assurance that NCAR will
extend, rather than compete with, existing resources.

The use of NCARs computing facilities is measured in
General Accounting Units (GAUs), which are calculated ac-
cording to the charging algorithm described in Appendix
C. The current charges for one hour of CRAY-1 processing
time are approximately two GAUs when a job is run in
foreground mode and two-thirds of a GAU when a job is run
in background mode (see below).

Since reviewers are asked whether the project will make
efficient use of computing resources, the applicant
should explain how the computing requirement estimates
are calculated.

The CRAY-1 computers have a two-tier job priority system.
Jobs submitted to run in background mode are charged at
one-third the rate of jobs run in foreground mode. One
may extend the computing resources, represented by an al-
location, by submitting jobs to the background queue;
however, turnaround time on background jobs may be quite
slow. It is left to the individual scientist to balance
computing jobs between foreground and background and so
optimize use of the allocation.

Note: SCD policy states that resources lost through com-
mon human errors and hardware failures are not refunded.
Estimated computing requirements should allow for such
mishaps.

Description of
Problem

The description of the problem should be as complete and
self-contained as possible. If reference to papers or
other supporting material is necessary, three copies of
such material should be provided for use by reviewers.

The relationship of the proposed work to the atmospheric
sciences should be indicated. It is important that this
relationship be carefully described and that the connec-
tion to atmospheric science be clearly stated.
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The description of the numerical approach should be suf-
ficiently detailed for reviewers to confirm an estimate
of machine time required.

The completed form and two copies for use by reviewers
should be submitted to:

The Director
Scientific Computing Division
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307

Upon receipt of the application, SCD will notify the
applicant of an estimated processing completion date.

REVIEW ePR CEReS

Peer Review

Review Guidelines

Allocations of computing resources are made by the Direc-
tor of the Scientific Computing Division with the gui-
dance of a peer review process; those requests which
exceed ten General Accounting Units are also reviewed by
the SCD Advisory Panel, which makes recommendations to
the Director of SCD.

Each application for computing resources is evaluated by
at least one reviewer. A request for less than twenty
GAUs is normally sent to one reviewer. If the review is
negative, a second review is obtained. Requests for more
than twenty GAUs are initially sent to two reviewers. If
the reviews are conflicting, a third reviewer may be ap-
proached. In cases of negative reviews, the applicant is
invited to respond to the reviewer's comments. The
resulting interaction between applicant and reviewers
often leads to clarification or modification of the re-
quest and may then enable reviewers to recommend support.
In straightforward cases the processing of a request for
a total of ten GAUs or less is completed in four to six
weeks.

The following guidelines may aid in the formulation of
request proposals. These are some of the criteria con-
sidered by the Director and Advisory Panel of SCD; the
order does not reflect their priority.

- Does the request qualify as atmospheric research?

- What is the estimated value of the contribution that
this research will make to the pool of scientific
knowledge?

- Is the work original?

- Are the scientific approaches and techniques ap-
propriate?
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- Has the applicant adequately justified the amount of
resources requested?

- Will the proposed project make efficient use of com-
puting resources? Are current numerical procedures
used? Has the applicant considered using the low
priority background mode for production runs?

- If this is an extension of a project currently ac-
tive at NCAR, what is the estimated scientific im-
pact of the research, as demonstrated by publica-
tions or publicized results?

The following definitions of project assessments indicate
how requests are categorized.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Probably will fall among top
ten percent of proposals in
this area of research; highest
priority for support. This
category is reserved for
truly outstanding proposals.

Probably will fall among top third
of proposals in this area of
research; should be supported.

Probably will fall among middle
third of proposals in this area
of research; worthy of support.

Probably will fall among lowest
third of proposals in this area
of research; support is optional.

Proposal has serious deficiencies;
should not be supported.

Requests for more than ten GAUs are considered by the SCD
Advisory Panel after the review process outlined above.
The Panel meets twice a year in the spring and fall.
Panel members are selected on the basis of established
competence in the atmospheric sciences, computer science
and other related fields. They are appointed for three-
year terms by the Director of SCD. The primary responsi-
bilities of the Advisory Panel are:

- To assess the merit of proposals for the use of
SCD's computers and recommend action with respect to
a prospective user's request on the basis of scien-
tific merit, computational effectiveness and need.

Policies and Procedures
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- Tb consult with and advise the Director of SCD on
matters of scientific and technical policy and pro-
cedure.

- To review the current status and future plans for
SCD as reported by the Director of SCD; to make ap-
propriate recommendations, critical reviews, and fu-
ture requirement estimates concerning SCD operations
and to recommend an appropriate allocation of time
to users.

Schedule for Panel
Review

Coordinated Review
Procedure

Extension Requests

Applications to be considered by the Panel should reach
SCD at least nine weeks before a Panel meeting. This al-
lows time for peer review, the preparation, printing, and
distribution of Panel materials. SCD's monthly
newsletter, The Record, contains the date and deadline
for the next meeting. The dates are also published in
the UCAR Newsletter.

In cases where a request for computing at NCAR is an in-
tegral part of a proposal to the National Science Founda-
tion, the Director of SCD will coordinate the NCAR review
process with that of NSF. In such cases the applicant
should take the following steps:

- A request for NCAR computing services should be sub-
mitted to NSF with the research proposal.

- At the same time, copies of the computing request
and research proposal should be sent to SCD.

SCD will carry out the normal review procedure appropri-
ate to the size of the request. The Director of SCD will
convey to NSF his decision concerning the requested com-
puter support.

When a project is approved, the applicant, sponsor, and
the institution (if a UCAR member) are informed. Infor-
mation about SCD is provided, and project and user
numbers are assigned. If a project is rejected, the
Director of SCD will inform the applicant, giving reasons
for the decision.

A user may request additional computer resources to com-
plete a project. Extension request forms are available
from SCD. Small extensions for up to 50% of the original
request will usually be approved without further review.
Larger extensions are reviewed in the same way as the
original request. An extension of more than ten GAUs, or
an extension which brings the total resources for a pro-
ject to over ten GAUs will be reviewed by the Panel. To
avoid delays, it is advisable to ask for sufficient
resources in the initial request.
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CHARGES NCAR policy imposes certain charges on all investigators
except those supported by the National Science Founda-
tion. User charges for Fiscal Year (FY) 1984 are $750
per GAU and $6 per hour of UNINET telephone connection
time. NCAR does not anticipate a large increase in user
charges for FY 1985, but at this time the exact figures
for FY 1985 are not available.

X24EZN~T Users are requested to acknowledge NCAR's computing sup-
port in publications which result from their computing
projects and to send copies to SCD. Such acknowledge-
ments should include a reference to the effect that NCAR
is sponsored by the National Science Foundation. The
following example may be used as a guide:

Support for this computing research was provided by
the National Center for Atmospheric Research, in
Boulder, Colorado. The National Center for Atmos-
pheric Research is operated by the University Cor-
poration for Atmospheric Research and is sponsored
by the National Science Foundation. Any opinions,
findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed
in this publication are those of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the National
Science Foundation.
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CHAPTER 5: BRINGING DM AND PIEGRPAS 0 NCAR

PUB CARDS

MAGNETIC TPE

Tape Format: Some
Helpful Hints

The following information is intended as a guide to ap-
propriate formats and methods of copying computer read-
able data and programs for use on the SCD computers.
There are few absolute rules which must be followed, but
the prudent selection of data formats can make the job of
reading data at NCAR much simpler. In general, any stan-
dard 80-column card and any industry standard 1/2-inch
magnetic tape, including 6250 bpi, can be read on NCAR
systems.

The use of punch cards should be restricted for use only
with very small amounts of data. In general their use is
discouraged.

The most practical medium for carrying data from one in-
stallation to another is 1/2-inch magnetic tape. In a
pure hardware sense, all manufacturers' drives are compa-
tible with one another (except for occasional adjustment
problems). For this reason, almost any tape for which
NCAR has appropriate track and density capabilities can
be read. This includes 7-track at 200, 556, and 800 bpi
as well as 9-track at 800, 1600, and 6250 bpi.

Unfortunately, the various software systems around the
country have an almost unlimited variety of methods for
actually recording data on the tape. These variations
are primarily caused by different methods for record com-
paction, combining short records into longer tape blocks,
segmenting very long records into shorter blocks, and
attaching control information to the records. This is
further complicated by the various internal character
sets, floating-point word formats, and sign conventions
which are often used in recording data on tape. Dif-
ferent methods of providing random record accessing can
also result in non-portable tape formats.

The most common cause of difficulty is that users are not
aware of the recording methods used and do not know what
is actually on the tape. It is usually not sufficient to
know what type of FORTRAN statement was used to write the
records.

The actual choice of tape format should depend on the
type and quantity of data. Simple unblocked character
formats are easy to use for programs and some types of
data, but can be quite inefficient for large quantities
of data. For volumes under the equivalent of about
2,500,000 characters, a simple character format with tape
blocks under 150 characters in length can be used. A
common choice would be unblocked card image records. Use
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EBCDIC or ASCII on 9-track tapes and external BCD on 7-
track tapes. For data volumes up to about 30,000,000
characters a blocked character format is probably best
and may even be a reasonable choice for up to 300,000,000
characters. The biggest disadvantage of character for-
mats for the larger volumes is the time required to
translate from characters to the computer's word format.
Handling the tape blocking may require some effort at
NCAR, but if a fixed record size is used, this should be
straightforward.

For data volumes in excess of those above, a binary for-
mat should be used. To avoid machine word incompatibili-
ties, all values can be made into positive integers by
addition of appropriate base values and multiplication by
scale factors to preserve necessary precision. The actu-
al size of the word is not critical, since NCAR has good
routines for stripping off various word sizes. The word
size can be chosen to match either the home or NCAR com-
puters, or may be chosen strictly on the basis of what is
needed for the data. Data formats with constant word
sizes are easier to handle. If record blocking is needed
to achieve efficient block sizes, a fixed record size is
preferred. If variable record sizes are required for ef-
ficient tape use, choose a simple well-defined scheme
with record length specification at the beginning of each
record. Schemes which use flags for end of record, rath-
er than specifying lengths at the front, should not be
used. Tape block sizes should be in the 5000- to 20000-
byte range for efficient tape usage without undue in-
crease in memory buffer requirements or significant de-
crease in reliability. Blocking methods which are part
of standard operating systems, such as IBM VBS (Variable
Block Spanned), often meet the preceding requirements and
can be used when variable length record blocking is re-
quired. Be sure adequate documentation of the blocking
technique is available.

NCAR has the capability to read tape formats from some
common systems and conversion routines for converting
common word formats to those of the NCAR machines. IBM
VBS format and some formats from Control Data Kronos and
NOS operating systems can be read, but to make tapes com-
patible with existing FORTRAN programs, a conversion step
is necessary. Word format conversions exist for IBM word
structures, but extensive mixing of data types (real,
double, integer, and so on) can be quite difficult to
handle.
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StIRY2 There are many choices for data formats and almost all

can be handled, although with varying degrees of diffi-
culty, as long as the tapes can be physically read on
NCAR's tape drives. Keep the following points in mind
when planning to bring data to NCAR.

- It is important to use tape formats which are easy
to handle on other machines, but above all, know
what is on your tapes. If you are not absolutely
sure how your operating system handles tape I/O,
contact local experts to select the most portable
form and bring documentation describing local tape
techniques.

- Avoid formats with excessive flag or control infor-
mation which is not part of the data.

- For data volumes under 2,500,000 characters (includ-
ing most program files) choose unblocked card image
records.

- When blocking schemes are used, choose a fixed
record length where practical; if variable blocking
schemes are used, choose one which specifies record
length at the front of each record and be sure the
method is well-understood.

- For large volume datasets, choose block sizes large
enough for efficient tape utilization (above approx-
imately 5000 bytes), but not so large as to cause
other problems (under about 20,000 bytes). Record
length should also be kept within reasonable bounds
(under 20,000 bytes).

- For large volumes, binary formats are usually worth
the small additional programming effort. The most
portable binary form is the positive integer.

- If internal record, word, or character information
from other machines must be used, be sure that suf-
ficient information is available to decode the
tapes. When using a particular machine's internal
word format, avoid mixing data types.

- If in doubt, please contact the SCD Consulting Of-
fice at (303) 497-1278 or the SCD Data Support Sec-
tion at (303) 497-1215 for advice.
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APPENDIX A
Configuration/Performance Charts for
Major SCD Computers - August 1984

IBM 4341 Configuration

Central Processor 4341 M2

CPU Capacity 8 megabytes of main memory
(2 million 32-bit words)

8 megabytes of main memory
(2 million 32-bit words)

Disk Subsystem

Magnetic Tape

Shared Disk Drives
13 3370 drives

direct access:
7741 megabytes

Shared Tape Drives
1 7-track 556/800-bpi
1 9-track 800/1600-bpi
6 9-track 1600/6250-bpi

Unit Record
Equipment

1 800 cnp card reader
1 1200 lpm line printer

1 1200 1pm line printer

Single System
Image Equipment

Channel-to-Channel
Adapter

CRAY-lA Configuration
(This configuration is identical for both CRAY-1A computers at NCAR)

1,048,576 64-bit words
12.5 nanosecond per word maximum

memory transfer rate
50 nanosecond per word memory

read/write time

Rotating Storage

Scalar Functions

Vector Functions

16 DD-19 disks
capacity: 2.4 billion bits each
latency: 8.3 microseconds
access: 50 microseconds
maximum data rate: 36 million bps

16 registers supported by
128 additional registers

8 sets of 64 registers

August 1984
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AMPEX Terabit Memory System (TMS-4) Configuration

Data Storage Section

16 Terabit Memory
Tape Drives

43 billion bits per reel
Data transfer rate:

700 kilobytes per second
Average access time:

17 seconds

5 Transport Drivers Direct all transport
data activity.

and internal

3 Data Channels Can perform independent read/write
operations simultaneously at 700
kilobytes per second.

Communication and Control Section

1 Storage Control Processor
(PDP 11/35)

1 Master File Directory

2 Channel Interface Units
(PDP 11/05)

Data transfer requests initiated by host
are interpreted by the SCP which
maintains an internal master file
directory of all data files, on-line
and off-line.

Capable of supporting 100,000 datasets.

Executes data transfer between host and
data channels.

MODCOMP II Configuration

Core Mmory

Rotating Storage

65 thousand 16-bit words
800 nanosecond cycle time

4131 moving head disk
49 megabyte capacity

4113 fixed head disk
.5 megabyte capacity

August 1984
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APPENDIX B
SAMPIE REQUEST FB FOR OCaP7Tl SERwICE

Please us black ink or typewriter when completing this form end send the onginal and two copies.

Scientific Computing Division AppVd.:
P.O. Sox 3000 Date:
Boulder. Colorado 80307 National Center for Atmospheric Research
FTS: 320- 1000 REQUEST FOR COMPUTING SERVICES 0.n.

User nos.:

A. IDENTIFICATION
1 Name: 2. Title: 3. Department/institution:

4 Address: 5 Phone: 6. Date:

7 Brief summary of education of reauesting scientist ~include a summary of computing experence
:

8 Project title idescriptive title of approximately five wordsi

B. RESEARCH SPONSOR
Please orovidlhe following information for all soonsors of the orolect

I Name of researcn sponsor: 8. Principal investigator:

i_2 Addre: 9. Address:. :10 Phone.

3 If NSF sponsored, give name of N prog \ 1 1 Name and title of fiscal officer administering tmis grant. contract at
your institution:

4 Contract monitor. 5. C tractno r sai no, if
penig at NSF' 1 2. Address: 1 3 Phone:

6 Date contract effective: 7 Date of ctract exira wal: 4 Approximate funds budgeted for computing and prooosed disposition

15 Endorsement of principal investigator- The comput ions dS i uestr computing services are part of the program sponsored under
the above grant contract. \

Signature Date:

C. C PUTING U E S
1 Computing resource needed: Proo d date of first 3. Expected completion date:

. \ ' ^^*^ machin Se:

CRAY-1A (I h = 2 GAU in foreground or 'a GAU in backgr nd) \
Hours GAU: Hours GAU:
(foreground background):

4 if other facilities are available to you. why is this request being submitted oCAto R

5 if you anticipate making a large demand on a oarticuiar resource ,tapes. microfilm. etc... iease expiatn

D. PUBLICATIONS OF THE REQUESTING SCIENTIST
1. List no more than three publications wnich relate to tnia request or report on calculations:

i i I
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E. PROGRAMMERS
Fill out the following for any programmers or assistants who will be working on this project.

1. Name: 5. Name:

2. Title; 3. Pfone: 6. Title: |7. Phone:

4. Mailing address. 8. Mailing address:

F. COMPUTING FACILITIES AT HOME INSTITUTION
Many universities have comput.ng facilities which can successfully handle problems formerly feasible only at NCAR.

It is our policy to encourage users to take advantage of their local computing facilities, if possible.

1 Please describe the most powerful computing system at your institution:

2 What part of the proposed computation will be c iletTd at ho t?

G. ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF HOM( YST *TI PUT4 CENTER DIRECTOR
I. Name and title (please printl 2. Address. 3. Phone:

4 Signature: \ 5. Dote-

5. Comments: \ .

H. ENDORSEMENT OF ADVISOR
_ ..... - __ _________________if or students)

1 This request is for computer support for researc.i leading to the degree ,in . .
Mv suoewrvsion of this work extends to ensuring effective use of the computing resources granteo

2. Name and title pltease prin: 3. Address: 4. Phone:

5. Signature: 6. Ote.

I. SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING SCIENTIST
1. Signature: 2. ate:
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Attach a bnef. Sefrcontained proposal deecnbing your project. Since routine processing includes oor review of both scence nd numerics. it is impor-

tant to give sufficient information for realistic evaluation. The relationship of your oroject to the atmospoheric sciences should be made clear, in cases

where this a not obvious. if reference to oapers or other supplementary metenral is necessary. please provide tnree COiO for use by reviewers. A

breakdown of you prWopoeed comnpute use must be Included.
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Pleae use black ink or tvpewnter when completing thie form and send the original nd two copOrs.

Scientific Computing ODivison Appv d

P. N. ox 3000 National Center for Atmospheri c Res earch Ao
Phone 3O3) 497-1000o REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF COMPUTING SERVICES OFF US
FTS; 320-1000 OFFICE USE

NOTE: If the ams of this proect have chg pa o ndd from thos nd te o f th origin al request a new Request for
Comouting Services should be submitted.

.... _____________A. IDENTIFICATION......
1.. Name: ,2. eop.artmeninstitution: 3.Phone: 4. ate:

5. Pronect title: ' 6. Project no.:

B. RESEARCH SPONSOR
Please provide the following ,nformation for all sponsors of the prolect

1 Name of researcn sponsor: 8. Principal investigator:

2. Address:a 9. Address: 10. Phone:

3 If NSF sponsorea. give name ot NSF orograrr _ .\ 11. Name and title of fiscal officer administering this grant-contract at
3 A' f $e'm° g a !your nstitultion:

4 Contract monitor 5. tra DO J: proood; no.. .
Ioen ilt. Fi: \1 12. Address: 13. Phone:

6 Date contract effective. Date cntractnion re ewal 14. Approximate funds oudgeted for computing and proposed disposition:

15 Endorsement of principal estiator ecridnt requesforcmputinserviesarepartoftepogra ponsor1 5 Endorsement of nrincipa ,nvestigator: lae computa lescrioed :n t^s request for computing services are part of tne program spoonsored under
the above grant contract. \c p

Signoatre\ \ Date-

\ CS SION R UESTED
1. Approved to Date: \ E 

2
E nsion h 2 GAU in foreground or " GAU in backgroundl:

GAU iCRAY 1.Al. Com ton . GAU (fore ound o GAU fbackground): Completion data:

3. Present status of project. Give detailec orcgress report andst o pubicat esig fr this prolect.)

4 Reason for extension request: \u^\

5 it any of the following information given in four original Request for Computing Services nM changed. piease furnisn tne aetaiis

O Requeating scientiat's institution Q Large card or tape requirements

o Oeacnotion of home facility C Computational method

a Programming needs C Name. address and experience of orogrammer si

C0 Computing requirements C Otner expiaini.:

Name pieass print): 2 Address:- 33 Phone:

I Signature: 5. Oate:
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Page 2
Additional Space for Answers to Questions C3. C4, and C5
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APPENDIX C

HOW GAJ CHAEGES ARE CA LED

The General Accounting Unit (GAU) is the unit of measurement in which charges
for use of SCD's computing equipment are calculated. The Resource Accounting
Group monitors the amount of resources used on the various components of the
SCD computing systems. However, each project is charged in GAUs for use of
the CRAY-1 computers only, with the exception of billable projects. Billable
projects, defined as those projects not sponsored by the National Science
Foundation, are charged for use of the various other components which comprise
the SCD computing systems.

Equipment Usage Rates

Rates for each piece of equipment are determined according to the following
rules:

A. CRAY-1 Usage

- Jobs run in background mode are charged at 1/3 of the rate of jobs
run in foreground mode. All jobs which access 1/2-inch tape drives,
the TBM mass storage device, or the network are always considered to
have foreground priority.

- 1 megaword = 64 megabits.

- The "Average Memory Used in Megawords" calculation is always 0 for
jobs which access 1/2-inch tape drives, the TBM mass storage device,
or the network.

- The job charge, shown as W1 on the chart below, is 0 on jobs which
access the network. The job charge is .00165 on all other jobs,
including jobs which access 1/2-inch tape drives and the TBM mass
storage device.

B. IBM 4341 Usage

- There are no background rates on the 4341.

- 1 megaword = 32 megabits.

- "Average Memory Used in Megawords" is always 1/2 the maximum memory
allowed by the directory entry of the user submitting the job.

C. DICOMED Usage

- There are no background rates on the Dicomed.

- 1 megaword = 16 megabits
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Calculation Algorithm for General Accounting Units

The algorithm detailed below is used to calculate GAU charges, according to
the rates shown above.

G=R(W1 + H(l+W4Mc)+0.01lW4*DN*M) + W5CN + W6M1 + W7TB + W8PG +

W 9FM + WiOFF + + W12 TD + W13NA + Wl8CT + W14MV + W15M

where:

G = General Accounting Units

R = Ratio of the cost of this machine (IBM 4341 Ratio = 0.166667)
to the cost of the CRAY-1 machines. (DICOMED Ratio = 0.04)

H = Hours in memory = W2 *C+W16 *TI+W3*T+W21TA

C = CPU hours used

TI = Tobtal I/O hours = W19*Tw+W20*Tp
(This equals the sum of I/O wait time + hours of Disk I/O)

Tp = W22*NW23*D

TW = I/O wait time in hours * (M**2/1.25+.5)

T = Megawords of TBM activity

M = Average memory used in Megawords

MC = M*(1+W24*(M-l)) (Scaled memory charge)

CN = Hours of connect time

MH = Number of 1/2-inch magnetic tape mounts

TB = Number of TBM accesses

PG = Number of pages printed

FM = Frames of microfilm output

FF = Cards of Fiche

TC = Hours of tape connect time

TD = Megaword hours of TDISK connect time

NA = Megawords of network activity

DN = Disconnect time in hours

CT = Megacharacters transmitted
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MV = Number of movies made

MF = Number of mnovie feet

TA = Megawords of tape activity

N = Number of I/O starts

D = Megawords of disk I/O

The following table shows the values of each of the weights.

August 1984

Table of GAU Weights I
Weight Number CRAY-1 IBM 4341 DICOMED

W1 (GAUs/Job) 0.00165 0.0 0.0

W2 (GAUs/CP hour) 1.0 1.4 0.0

W3 (GAUs/megaword of I/O) 0.0019 0.0 0.0

W4 (GAUs/megaword hour 0.625 1.0 0.0
of memory)

W5 (GAUs/Connect hour) 0.0 0.006 0.0

W6 (GAUs/Tape Mount) 0.0025 0.0009 0.0

W7 (GAUs/TBM Access) 0.001 0.0004 0.0

W8 (GAUs/Page printed) 0.0 0.00003 0.0

Wg (GAUs/Frame microfilm) 0.0 0.0 0.00002

W10 (GAUs/Fiche card) 0.0 0.0 0.002

W11 (GAUs/hour tape connect) 0.0 0.005 0.0

W12 (GAUs/hour TDISK connect) 0.0 0.0002 0.0

W13 (GAUs/megaword of network 0.0 0.0 0.0
activity)_ __ _
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Table of GAU Weights (cont.)

* 0.32 for raster graphics

Questions on details of the GAU algorithm and the weights used may
to the Resource Accounting Group at (303) 497-1234.

be directed

August 1984

Weight Number CRAY-1 IBM 4341 DICOMED

W1 4 (GAUs/movie) 0.0 0.0 0.08*

W15 (GAUs/movie foot) 0.0 0.0 0.0008

W16 (Scalar) 0.5 1.0 1.0

W1 7 Ratio of machine cost 1.0 0.167 0.04
to cost of CRAY (scalar)

W 18 (GAUs/megacharacter 0.0 0.0 0.0006
transmitted)

W 19 (GAUs/I/O wait 1.0 0.0 0.0
time in hours)

W20 (GAUs/calculated 0.2632 1.0 1.0
I/O time in hours)

W 21 (GAUs/megaword of tape 0.0018 0.006 0.0
activity)

W2 2 (GAUs/I/O req or start I/O) 0.0000162 0.0000084 0.0

W2 3 (GAUs/megaword of disk) 0.0005 0.00071 0.0004

W 24 (Scalar) 1.0 0.0 0.0
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